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now, in order for your data file to
be used and loaded into your x-
plane 11. the navigraph airac

data must be replaced with the
corresponding data file. when

replacing the navigraph airac data
with your own data, please note
that x-plane 11 allows for limited

exceptions to the user data
protocol. the following exceptions
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are usable. if you are using x-
plane10, please do not update,

and leave the previous files alone
(or uninstall and reinstall x-plane
10 if in.zip format) 1. change the
aircraft type in the fmc from any
of the following: erm300, acara,

abd air, uaserm (which in x-plane
10 was the erm300 just

renamed), ffsa, or erm200 (note:
this one is not for use in x-plane
10). 2. try to make changes to

one of the following: default fmc
or other gfsw or wgfsw "lint"

settings to another gfsw, fsm,
wsm (numbers). 3. make any of
the following changes in the ggff
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file. [fs9 fsx p3d x-plane]
navigraph airac cycle 1703 game

download when the map data
(.gff) is exchanged, the following

occur. the valid/existing
navigraph data is replaced with
the.gff file. this is done in the

default methods of x-plane, and
requires no additional action. x-

plane 11 assigns the following file
extensions to the various data

types: 1..ga - ground
attribute/note 2.gsl - ground static

lighting/panels 3.gps - ground
position static 4.gds - ground

dynamic 5.lid - location
description (not avalible in x-
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plane 10.04 or earlier) the last
time i used navigraph, it was

using their airac cycle 1801, so it
is very possible that the cycle

1800 we have now, was released
in between. so, you may want to
try navigraph again to see if you

get the latest update or you
should be fine with what you have

already.
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this page provides download links
for various cycles for the us

airforce, navigraph airac cycle
1805 has been released, we have
included the download link to the
latest navigraph airac cycle 1805
(as of may 5, 2020) below; for the
other cycles, you should refer to
the navigraph homepage for the
download links. navigraph airac
cycle 1805 can be found in the
"user data directory" which is

default installed in your flight sim
folder. the location of the user
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data directory will vary depending
on the sim you are installing; for
example: fsu-16.dll.log navigraph

airac cycle 1805 contains a
variety of files that will be

automatically installed to the user
data directory (if your folder is

named something different from
fs9-fsx-p3d-x-plane, you will need

to alter that, as changing the
name of your folder will not
change the location of the

installation). 1. make sure, that
you have installed navigraph airac
cycle 1805 in your flight simulator

folder.. navigraph airac cycle
1608 1.18.03.02 full fs9 fsx p3d x-
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plane. navigraph airac cycle 1703
1. this page includes the list of

navigraph airac cycle 1805
releases from sept 2011 through

may 5, 2020. navigraph airac
cycle 1703. navigraph airac cycle
1707. navigraph airac cycle 1803.
2. install the navigraph airac cycle
1805 (and the usa airfield) in your
fs9 / fsx / p3d / x-plane. furlong or
furlongs. 0 0.0.0 / clear the cache.

fsx fu-16.dll.log: 16 28
05-05-2020 19:41. we have a full

suite of web apps, and mobile
apps for ios and android for that
deliver your navdatacke directly

to your mobile device. our ios app
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and android app have well
received accolades, have been
recognized for their excellent
design, and have been used

around the world. 5ec8ef588b
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